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Abstract: Providing a long-term survival both for dental tissue and bonding restoration is one of the current 

therapeutic objectives. Objective. To use a combined technique of immediate dentin sealing (IDS) to a freshly 

cut dentin and indirect bonding restoration. Material and methods. Vital lateral teeth with extensive coronary 

destruction, with incorrectly adapted amalgam/composite fillings and deficient occlusal morphology were treated 

by applying IDS and all-ceramic onlay. Discussion. The clinical-technological algorithm used in our clinical 

cases is well-known and included tooth preparations, impression making, provisionalization, laboratory 

fabrication and adhesive cementation. In all cases, the vitality of the teeth was preserved and there were no signs 

of hypersensitivity in the near future after the final fixing of the all-ceramic onlay. Conclusions. The association 

of the IDS technique with indirect bonding onlay in the treatment of extensive coronary lesions of the molars 

allows preservation of their vitality, ensures their increased resistance over time, preservation of a stable 

occlusion and even periodontal protection by precise rendering of the crown morphology, occlusal and 

interproximal contacts. 
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1. Introduction 

The therapeutic approaches capable 

to provide, in optimal conditions of 

mechanical strength and aesthetics, a long-

term survival of dental tissues and bonding 

restorations are among the current 

objectives in dentistry. The dental crown 

restoration can be performed by direct or 

indirect technique, depending on the 

doctor's decision related to specific clinical 

and biological parameters. Restoration of 

extensively damaged posterior teeth using 

indirect restorations have the advantages of 

improved anatomic tooth form, contour, 

refined occlusal contacts, better 

mechanical properties and, therefore, a 

much more favourable prognosis [1].  

Due to their ability to adhere to 

enamel and dentin, glass-ceramics and 

composite resins allow minimally invasive 

preparation [2]. A continuous growing 

interest in ceramic restorations has 

emerged in dental research [3]. Their 

longevity is guaranteed by correct adhesion 

procedures and by the quantity and quality 

of the residual tooth. [4] The adhesion 

strength increases as a result of the 

mechanical and chemical pre-treatment of 

the dentin [5,6]. In 1996, Mojon et all 

postulated that a key factor in order to 

obtain a stable adhesion is the control of 
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contamination during the bonding 

procedure [7].   

The application of resin adhesive to 

freshly cut dentin after teeth preparation, 

the so-called immediate dentin sealing 

(IDS) has been suggested as an alternative 

to the delayed dentin sealing (DDS). This 

is the traditional technique in which resin 

adhesive is applied just before final 

bonding of indirect restorations (such as 

inlays, onlays, ceramic laminate veneers 

and full ceramic crowns) [8].  

The IDS is a technique that has 

advantages and is useful in certain clinical 

situations, when an indirect restoration of 

vital lateral teeth is desired [9]. This 

technique involves application of first 

dentin adhesive layer on freshly cut dentin 

before impression making, and a second 

application after removal of provisional 

restorations. Several factors such as the 

type of resin adhesive, choice of 

impression materials, as well as the 

provisional restorations may affect the 

bond strength.   
Materials used to perform this 

technique have mechanical and adhesive 

properties that improve the adhesion of the 

onlay on the dentinal surface [10]. 

However, adhesion is obtained through an 

exchange process in which minerals 

removed from the hard tissues are replaced 

by resin monomers, forming chemical 

bonds or micromechanical interlocking - 

hybrid layer [11,12].  

 

2. Objective 

The aim was to highlight the 

therapeutical approach in case of molars 

with extensive coronary destruction and 

preserved vitality. The cases addressed 

were treated through combined therapy, 

IDS (immediate dentin sealing) technique 

and, respectively, indirect restoration by 

onlays.  

3. Material and methods  

Immediate dentin sealing and 

indirect restoration was applied to vital 

lateral teeth with large coronary damage, 

with incorrectly adapted amalgam fillings 

and deficient occlusal morphology. Teeth 

at risk of cariogenic or other pathology 

were excluded The old fillings, poorly 

performed and adapted, have been 

carefully removed in order to preserve 

molars vitality. To avoid contamination of 

the dentin surface, after removing the old 

filling, in all treatment stages, a rubber 

dam was used. 

 

Therapeutical approach 

  

 Crown preparation consisted of 

removing amelo-dentinal tissue that does 

not provide mechanical strength to the 

future prosthetic restoration. The cavity is 

washing with 0.12% chlorhexidine 

digluconate (CHX), applying one step self-

etching adhesive for direct, light-cured 

composite (SDR Dentsply Sirona). 

Impression making with Impregnum Penta 

Soft (3M ESPE) (Fig.1,2) 
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Fig.1 Mandibular molar (46) with coronary 

destruction 

Fig.2 Crown preparation (46) and impression 

making 

 

Provisional restoration, in order not to 

expose the amelo-dentinal tissues, a 

provisional composite onlay (Structure 2 

SC, Voco) was fixed with a noneugenol 

provisional cement until positioning the 

definitive ceramic onlay.  

Intraoral status, before cementing the 

definitive ceramic onlay, it is mandatory to 

examine: colour in relation to remaining 

teeth, the marginal fit, interproximal 

contacts points, occlusal contacts and the 

correct rendering of the tooth morphology 

(Fig.3). 

 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Master cast with ceramic overlay and checking the occlusal 

contacts 

Cavity preparation, after removing 

the provisional onlay, the dentine surface 

was cleaned using mechanical methods, 

respectively air-abrasion with aluminium 

oxide particles. In the final stage of cavity 

preparation, etching the surface with 37% 

orthophosphoric acid for 15 s and adhesive 

(3M universal) were applied. Onlay 

preparation, the inner surface of the onlay 

was treated with hydrofluoric acid and 

silane. The definitive cementing, we used 

Multilink Automix (Ivoclar Vivadent), a 

universal dual-curing cementing composite 

(fig.4,5,6,7).
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Fig.4 Onlay treatment with hydrofluoric acid Fig.5 Applying silane on the onlay surface 

 

  

          Fig.6 The luting composite resin Fig.7 The permanently fixed onlay 

 

 

Another clinical case treated with the 

same method, the use of the IDS technique 

in combination with all-ceramic onlays, 

was the one in which the molars 46,47 

presented incorrectly adapted amalgam 

fillings, without occlusal morphology but 

preserved vitality. 

The contact between teeth is 

respected and the patient is able to clean 

and to avoid the infiltration of bacterial 

flora. (Fig.8,9,10,11,12,13) 

  

  Fig.8 Removal of amalgam fillings Fig.9 Verifying and adapting the onlays on 

the master cast 
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Fig.10 Final all-ceramic onlays 

 
          Fig.11 Onlays silanization 

 

  

          Fig.12 Intraoral fitting of 

all-ceramic onlays 

Fig.13 Cleaning the interdental space to avoid 

retention of bacterial flora 

 

4. Discusion 

The combination of the IDS 

technique and the subsequent application 

of bonding onlay, represents a therapeutic 

option with better results for tooth vitality 

maintenance, dentin protection, as well as 

much more accurate restoration of tooth 

morphology. The clinico-technological 

algorithm used in our clinical cases 

included tooth preparations, impression 

making, provisionalization, laboratory 

fabrication and adhesive cementation. 

Some researchers demonstrated with 

evidence that immediate dentine sealing 

(IDS) technique reduces hypersensitivity 

after cementing the onlay, reduces the 

ability of bacteria to penetrate the dentinal 

structure and achieve a stronger bond 

between the prosthetic part and dental 

structure [13]. Literature data demonstrates 

that the lack of protection of the exposed 

dentine leads to impression material 

retention in the dentinal tubules. [4]. The 

advent of digital impression techniques 

may resolve all possible issues related to 

interactions of impression materials with 

sealed dentin surfaces. Preparations for 

inlay/onlay/overlay expose a large area of 

dentinal tissue and therefore require a rapid 

closure of the dentinal canals with a dentin 

bonding agent, which also improves 

adhesion [13]. To date, in vivo and in vitro 

studies have shown that it is important to 

protect the dentin with dentin bonding 

agent (DBA) immediately after the 

preparation of the dentinal structure and 

before impression making [14].  

Hu Jun and Zhu Qingdang concluded 

that a preventive treatment with prime and 

bond, applied using the IDS technique, 

significantly reduces the dentinal 

sensitivity that occurs after cementation 

[15]. Murata et al. support the hypothesis 

that the IDS technique improves the bond 

strength, durability and reliability of 

restorations performed by CAD/CAM 

technique [16]. Some authors argue that 

IDS does not affect the bonding agent 

applied to the onlay but improves the 

ability to fix the prosthetic component 

obtained by indirect technique. 
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Sandblasting of the dentinal surface is an 

important step because it influences the 

mechanical resistance of the adhesion 

[5,17].  

 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

As any therapeutic approach, the 

combined technique of IDS and all-

ceramic onlay must be evaluated over time 

due to complications caused by external or 

internal factors. Preserving dental vitality 

ensures an increased resistance of enamel-

dentinal tissues. The correct cavity edges 

preparation is mandatory to reduce the risk 

of dentinal fractures under occlusal forces. 

The dentin adhesive surface contamination 

significantly decreases using rubber dam 

during medical procedures. The correct 

choice of materials used in the whole 

process will prevent unwanted interactions 

between them, with unfavourable effects. 

These are aspects of tremendous 

importance for the perenity of bonding 

restoration.  

We chose to use sandblasting with 

aluminium oxide particles followed by 

chlorhexidine washes. The short-term 

result proved their effectiveness in 

obtaining strength adhesion and the 

absence of immediate dental 

hypersensitivity to all lateral teeth treated. 

The association of the IDS technique with 

indirect bonding onlay in the treatment of 

extensive coronary lesions of the molars 

presents clinical advantages: preservation 

of their vitality, increased resistance over 

time, stable occlusion and even periodontal 

protection by precise rendering of the 

crown morphology, static and dynamic 

occlusal and interproximal contacts. 
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